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Recent Judgments
• Over the past week three environmental judgments have been handed
down:
• The Federal Court:
RFA forestry operatons, RFAs and the applicaton of the
Commonwealth Environment Protecton and Biodiversity Conservaton
Act (1999.)
• The Federal Court:
The Minister failed to take into account climate change impacts
sufciently and potental harm to the reef when considering the Adani
mine. The Court found that the Minister had the right to decide as he had
without commentng upon whether the mine should have been
approved or not.
• Germany’s highest administratve court and the power for local
government to ban older diesel cars from their streets.
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Some Legal Stuf to Begin
•

Governance in a democracy such as ours provides for public engagement
in diferent ways at diferent tmes:
• Electons every three or four years; through
• Membership of government boards and commitees; to
• Preparing submissions; and
• Objectng to decisions once made.

•

It is the last of these that we will consider tonight.
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Policy and Law as a Hierarchy
State Law
Other agency has lead responsibility

Legislation

Commonwealth Law

State Law
Department has lead
responsibility

International Agreements

Policies

Policy implementation
guidance documents
Management plans
Subsidiary management documents

Opportunites to Object
• Legislaton:
• The electoral cycle
• High Court challenge to legislaton, especially Commonwealth legislaton
• Statutory decisions
• Policies:
• Membership of boards and commitees
• Preparing submissions
• Legal objecton to policy decisions
• Policy implementaton guidance documents:
• As above
• Management plans:
• As above, but more technical
• Subsidiary management documents:
• As above
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Two Diferent Opportunites
• Judicial review and merits appeal.
• Judicial review is to a court:
• Federal Court
• Supreme Court
• Merits appeal is to a tribunal, or sometmes a court:
• Administratve Appeals Tribunal
• State Administratve Tribunal – some planning but not environmental
decisions
• Process v merits.
• As an example we have in WA the Environmental Protecton Act 1986 (EP Act)
that established the Environmental Protecton Authority and EIA.
• EIA has both a procedural aspect and a substantve aspect.
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Process
• Judicial review considers the process/procedure followed in making a decision
• Chapple case – non-statutory management plan
• Coastal Waters Alliance case – meaning of the word environment
• Roe 8 cases – the EPA is not required to consider its own non-statutory
guidelines and policies as mandatory relevant consideratons
• Remedies – remit for a fresh decision which may or may not difer from the original
decision.
• Judicial review doesn’t require legislaton, it is a common law right which has been
developed over many years.

• Natural justce, procedural fairness – the right to an impartal hearing.
• Plus much more; for example:
• Questons of statutory power . . . want of power
• Mandatory relevant consideratons
• Irrelevant consideratons
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Process or Merits
•

•

•

Why focus on process?
• Delay thus rendering a proposal unviable (e.g. loss of market share)
• Delay enabling community oppositon to develop
• Politcal costs leading to government interventon
But there are difcultes with judicial review
• Standing – becoming less of an issue
• Costs
And judicial review can be a merits appeal dressed up as a complaint
about process, and can therefore miss the mark.
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Merits Appeal on Environmental
Decisions
•

Other jurisdictons:
• Commonwealth – Administratve Appeals Tribunal
• ACT – Civil and Administratve Tribunal
• NSW – Land and Environment Court
• Northern Territory – Lands and Mining Tribunal
• Queensland – Planning and Environment Court
• South Australia – Environment, Resources and Development Court
• Tasmania – Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
• Victoria – Civil and Administratve Tribunal

•

A mix of specialised courts and less formal tribunals capable of making
their own decision.
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Merits Appeal in Western Australia
•
•
•

•

•

State Administratve Tribunal for some planning and many other decisions.
Merits appeals for environmental decisions are provided for under the EP Act?
Ministerial appeals:
• Appeals against EPA decisions on:
• Not assessing a proposal
• The EPA report on a proposal or (planning) scheme
• Appeals against the Minister’s setng of conditons or procedures on the
implementaton of a proposal (proponent only)
Appeals against EPA decisions:
• Appeals convenor assists
• Can set up an Appeals Commitee
Minister’s setng of conditons or procedures
• Must set up an Appeals Commitee
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The Minister’s Decision
•

Appeals against EPA decisions:
• Dismiss the appeal
• Remit the mater to the EPA
• Vary the Authority’s recommendatons
• If an Appeals Commitee was established the Minister shall allow or
dismiss the appeal having regard to the Appeals Commitee’s
recommendatons

•

Appeals against the Minister’s setng of conditons or procedures on the
implementaton of a proposal (proponent only)
• The Minister shall allow or dismiss the appeal in accordance with the
Appeals Commitee’s recommendatons
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This is where things get tricky
•

•

Afer the determinaton of any appeals the Minister stll needs to decide
upon the implementaton of the proposal in consultaton with other
relevant Ministers and decision-makers.
Three possibilites arise:
• Agreement is reached - fne
• Agreement is not reached and other Ministers are involved – refer to
the Governor (Cabinet in efect)
• Agreement is not reached and no other Ministers are involved – refer
to an Appeals Commitee (even though this is regarding the fnal
decision not an appeal).
• The fnal decision must be in accordance with any appeal decision
including any recommendatons of an Appeals Commitee
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A Beter Way: An Environmental
Court or Tribunal
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ministerial appeals, even with the appointment of an Appeals Commitee,
are neither transparent nor accountable.
This is where an Environmental Court or Tribunal comes in, especially
when we are concerned with appeals against the decision of the Minister.
Appeals that should be opened up to all partes.
A Court could consider both judicial reviews and merit appeals, with a
Tribunal having jurisdicton only over merit appeals.
In both cases one signifcant advantage of a specialised Court or Tribunal
over the Supreme Court and State Administratve Tribunal is the capacity
to bring together the science and law of environmental decisions within a
specialised setng.
When this doesn’t occur troublesome outcomes can arise.
Which brings us to Roe 8.
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Roe 8 Cases
•
•
•

•

Two cases need to be mentoned – the inital 2015 case which was
successful and the 2016 appeal.
Both were examples of judicial review.
In the 2015 case the Chief Justce concluded that
“the EPA took no account of its own published policies at the tme it made
its decision and provided its report to the Minister. I have also concluded
that the EPA was legally obliged to take account of the policy enunciated
in its own published policy statements as a conditon of the valid exercise
of the jurisdicton conferred upon it”.
The policies referred to related to environmental ofsets.
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Roe 8 Cases
• Upon appeal the Court reversed the Chief Justce’s conclusion saying that:
“The sole ground of appeal is that the primary judge erred in law in
holding that the Policies were mandatory relevant consideratons. I have
concluded that the primary judge did err. The Policies are not mandatory
relevant consideratons”.
• The reasoning revolved around the diference between statutory Environmental
Protecton Policies v other policies and guidelines.
• Would an Environmental Court or Tribunal have regarded the EPA’s ofset policy
documents as other than mandatory relevant consideratons?
• In a judicial review sense – quite possibly.
• In a merits appeal sense the queston wouldn’t arise.
• What maters are documents such as the December 2016 Statement of
Environmental Principles, Factors and Objectves, and the Framework for
environmental consideratons in EIA.
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Yeelirrie Case
• A proposed Uranium mine.
• The EPA report recommended against implementaton of the proposal on the
ground of the risk of extncton of subterranean fauna found in the vicinity.
• The proponent appealed the EPA report and the Minister dismissed their appeal.
• The Minister then decided to allow the proposal to be implemented.
• The claim was that this was otherwise than in accordance with the determinaton of
the appeal.
• However, the case was lost on the basis of reasoning that focused on the detailed
wording used in the Minister’s appeal determinaton which did not specifcally
address the EPA’s conclusion.
• This had the efect of separatng the appeal decision from the fnal decision leaving
open the possibility of project approval at that stage.
• On the face of it this is how the requirement to “act in accordance with” was
interpreted to not “lock in” the fnal decision.
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The Environmental Protecton
Act 1986
•

It may be surprising that the Minister’s appeal decision can determine the
fnal consultatve decision, but the scheme of the EP Act prevails over
other legislaton.

•

The EP Act includes these words in secton 5:
“Whenever a provision of this Act or of an approved policy is
inconsistent with a provision contained in, or ratfed or
approved by, any other writen law, the provision of this Act or
the approved policy, as the case requires, prevails”.
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Yeelirrie Case
•
•
•

•

•

The Court’s decision did not address the queston as to whether the mine
could be developed without putng the subterranean fauna at risk.
That was the EPA’s fnding.
Would an Environmental Court or Tribunal have acted diferently and
determined the appeal on broader grounds leading to the conclusion that
the protecton of the subterranean fauna required the mine not to be
implemented.
In the presence of an Environmental Court or Tribunal with the capacity to
hear merits appeals the case could have been argued on its merits not on
a procedural queston (or perhaps both process and merits could have
been considered together).
Thus getng to the core queston in dispute.
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A Step too Far
• If this is one step too far in grantng the power to substtute their own
decision for the original one, there is an alternatve borrowed from the public
conversaton about Australia adoptng a Bill or Charter of (Human) Rights.
• An Environmental Court or Tribunal could be charged with considering and
reaching a fnding on whether a decision has had regard to the principles of
ecologically sustainable development.
• In the case of the EP Act, Secton 4A these are:
• The precautonary principle
• The principle of intergeneratonal equity
• The principle of the conservaton of biological diversity and ecological
integrity
• Principles relatng to improved valuaton etc
• The principle of waste minimisaton
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Some Groundwork
•
•
•
•

•

EPA reports have begun to list in an appendix the Authority’s approach to
the Secton 4A principles.
This appears to have commenced in early 2014 with a yes/no indicaton.
More recently a fuller reasoning has become common.
Most recently in the Onslow Marine Support Base Stage 2: Capital
Dredging report of February this year.
This trend seems to me to provide fertle ground for the development of
an environmental jurisprudence in WA especially should formal merits
appeal become an opton.
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A Preferred Model
•
•
•
•

An Environmental Court able to hear both judicial reviews and merits
appeals; and also
Prosecutons for ofences under the EP Act.
With broad standing provisions.
The EPBC Act has a good model to follow here; i.e (Secton 487 (3))
“An organisaton can establish standing by showing they have engaged in
actvites for the “protecton or conservaton of, or research into, the
environment” within the previous two years.”
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Is an Environmental Court or Tribunal
Likely?

?
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